Abstract: British colonialism created Nigeria by joining diverse peoples and regions in an artificial
Introduction
The concept of nationalism would be fully appreciated if we have an indebt understanding of what is a nation, nation-state and a state. This is so because nationalism as a concept is not independent of the legal entities aforementioned. Thus, we shall look into these concepts -nation, Nation-State, state and then nationalism before we undertake an analysis of the topic under consideration which is "the imperial factors in the rise of nationalism in Nigeria."
II. Clarification Of Concepts
A nation, of course, includes tangible people, but what creates a nation are less tangible elements such as similarities among the people, a sense of connection, and a desire of the people to control themselves politically. 
SIMILARITIES

NATION -STATE
A Nation -State Is, In Theory, The Natural Outgrowth Of A Nation"s Desire To Have Its Own State And To Govern Itself Independently. The Nation -State Is Represented By Many Symbols, Such As Flags, National Anthems Or Animals (Eagles, Bears, Dragons). It Is The Object Of Patriotic Loyalty, And Most People View It As The Highest Form Of Political Authority (Bras, 1992"8 
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VII. Conclusion
In Conclusion, The Imperial Factors In The Rise Of Nationalism In Nigeria Are Limited In This Article To Political, Economic, Social And Religious Spheres. Therefore, It Implies That There Are Other Prevalent Factors In The Rise Of Nationalism In Nigeria.
